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On the 26th of last September Snam and Fluxys have increased their joint stake in 
Interconnector UK, owner and operator of the subsea gas pipeline between the UK 
and Belgium, from 16.41% to 31.50%, thanks to the closing of the acquisition of the 
E.ON’s 15.09% stake. The transaction is worth 117 million euro. In the share capital of 
Interconnector (UK) Fluxys also has a direct stake of 15%, while Fluxys’ shareholder, Caisse 
de dépôt et placement du Québec, holds a 33.5% stake. 
The recent closing represents a significant milestone along a path started at the 
beginning of the year, with the strategic alliance that the two partners, Snam and Fluxys, 
have signed to promote the achievement of one of the main goals set by the EU Third 
Energy Package: the integration of gas markets in Europe. The alliance between the two 

Results 1h 2011 1h 2012 Change

Gas injected (bcm) 41.91 40.88 -2.5%

Total revenue (mn €)*  1,594 1,716 +7.7%

Ebit (mn €) 986 1,013 +2.7%

Net profit (mn €) 576 508 -11.8%

Operating investments (mn €) 681 524 -23.1%

Thanks to the solid operating performance in the different business activities, in the 
first six months of 2012 Snam succeeded in achieving a 2.7% increase in consolidated 
EBIT, which is up to 1,013 million euro, in spite of an external environment remaining 
unfavourable, as the 2.5% decline in gas injected into the network clearly proves.

Focus: Snam international developments

The strategy of international development: 
from a good outline, solid facts are taking shape

Performance:  First half 2012 results

EBIT increases by ca.3%     

Continue on page 2

Continue on page 2

(*) Total  revenue do not include the impact of IFRIC 12, related to the “Service Concession Arrangements”.



continue Focus: Snam international developments

partners is therefore aimed at facilitating 
bi-directional flows, through a number of 
joint initiatives promoting cross-border 
flows and fostering the integration of 
infrastructure linking different gas trading 
places in the Northwest and the South 
of Europe. 
The first real step resulting from such 
alliance took place in February 2012, with 
the joint acquisition of the stakes held 
by Eni in Interconnector UK (16.41%), 
in Zeebrugge Terminal (51%) and in 

huberator (10%); the closing of this first 
transaction, which is worth 145 million 
euro, has taken place on 3 August 2012. 
Again in August, through the signature of 
a Memorandum of Understanding, Snam 
and Fluxys enhanced cooperation for the 
development and marketing of reverse 
flow capacities from South to North 
between Italy and the UK (from Passo 
Gries, through Switzerland and Germany): 
this paves the way to a real improvement 
in the flexibility and security of European 

gas supply, in line with the spirit of the EU 
Third Energy Package. 

January  Strategic alliance with Fluxys. 

February  Agreement for the acquisition, 50/50 with Fluxys, of the Eni’s stakes in Interconnector UK (16.41%), Interconnector Zeebrugger (51%) e huberator (10%).

May Agreement for the acquisition, 50/50 with Fluxys, of the E.ON’s 15.09% stake in Interconnector UK. 

August Closing of the acquisition of Eni’s stakes (145 million euro) in the three international operators. 

August Memorandum of Understanding with Fluxys for the development of reverse flow capacity between Italy and Great Britain. 

September Closing of the acquisition of the E.ON’s stake in Interconnector UK (117 million euro). 

In the first nine months of 2012 Snam 
has therefore not only outlined but even 
tangibly executed a significant part of its 
strategy of international development, 
enhancing its partnership with Fluxys 
over time and achieving new milestones 
along the way to become the gas hub for 
Southern Europe. 

The 27 million euro increase in EBIT reflects, in terms of 
contribution coming from different business segments, the 
substantial growth in the storage activity (+20 million euro) 
and the positive performance of the distribution segment (+4 
million).
Consolidated EBIT, driven by a 122 million euro increase in 
revenue (+7.7%), has been negatively affected by the increase of 
31 million euro in depreciation (+9.9%), since new infrastructure 
have become operational.
The reduction of 68 million euro (-11.8%) in consolidated net 
profit is entirely due to heavier fiscality resulting from the Robin 
hood Tax: the consolidated tax rate amounts to 41.6%, compared 
to 33.7% in the first half of 2011. 
Interim operating cash flow, equal to 614 million euro, has 
allowed to almost completely fund net investments for the 
period, which amounted to 678 million euro. Net financial debt, 
after the payment of the 2011 final dividend of 473 million euro, 
presents a 537 million increase, reaching 11,734 million euro as 
of 30 June 2012.

continue Performance:  First half 2012 results
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On 26 July the Electricity and Gas Authority approved the storage tariffs for the year 2013, setting the RAB at 31 December 2011 
equal to 3.5 billion euro. Reference revenue, on the basis of which new tariffs are set, are equal to 437.3 million euro. On 26 July  
the Authority also approved the tariffs for the transitory period of 15 months (1 October 2012 - 31 December 2013), for the 
regasification service, setting the RAB at 31 December 2011 equal to 109.7 million euro and the WACC equal to 8.2% pre-tax. Tariffs 
are set on the basis of reference revenue of 27.6 million euro.

REGUlaToRY ENvIRoNmENT
New tariffs approved for storage and regasification



Focus: Financing process

Thanks to the successful placement of new bonds, the visibility of finance strategy improves

News: Shareholders’ Meetings

The resolutions of the Extraordinary 
Shareholders’ meeting held on 30 July 2012  

On 10 September 2012 Snam has successfully completed the launch 
of a fixed rate bond issue, in two tranches, with tenors of 5 and a 
half years and 10 years, for a total nominal amount of 2.5 billion 
euro. The issue is part of an overall EMTN (Euro Medium Term Notes) 
Programme of 8 billion euro, approved by the BoD on 4 June 2012.
In the perspective of the Prime Minister Decree of 25 May 2012, 
disciplining the ownership unbundling, Snam is committed to 
achieve full financial independence from Eni, while sticking to its 
financial strategy, aimed at keeping a well-balanced ratio between 
short and medium-long term debt, at a competitive cost for the 
funding of the investment plan.  
On the basis of an offer of 2.5 billion euro, the placement has 
attracted  a demand exceeding 12 billion, coming from qualified 

European investors. This last bond issue follows the two previous 
bond issues that took place at the beginning of July, through which 
Snam started its refinancing process. Overall those issues of bonds, 
listed on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange, represent approximately 
¾ of the bridge to bond financing structured last June with 11 
banks. This allows Snam to evaluate the best options on terms of 
timing and conditions for the remaining issues. The placement has 
moreover favoured an increase in the duration of Snam debt, which 
was equal to 3.7 years in the medium/long term component as at 
30 June 2012.
 
Snam has an issuer rating from two agencies – namely an A- rating 
from Standard & Poor’s, and a Baa1 rating from Moody’s.

The Ordinary Shareholders’ Meeting that took place on 30 July  

2012 resolved to eliminate the nominal value of the ordinary 

shares that make up the share capital, previously equal to 1 euro, 

leaving the nominal value of the said shares unstated. Shareholders 

also resolved to cancel 189,549,700 treasury shares with no 

nominal value, maintaining the current share capital unchanged 

(3,571,187,994.00).

Recent interim results, presented on pages 1 and 2, prove the 
solidity of Snam fundamentals. On the basis of the performance of 
the first half of the year and expecting growth and profitability in 
the future, Snam has announced the distribution of a 2012 interim 
dividend of 0.10 euro per share, which confirms an attractive level 
of shareholder remuneration.

Cash yield, which is 

around 7%, represents 

the percentage ratio 

between dividends 

cashed-in over the 

12 months of 2012 

and the average 

closing price of the 

stock in the first nine 

months  of 2012, 

equal to 3.44. 

Focus:  Shareholder returns

The 2012 interim dividend per share 
is equal to 0.10 euro
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2012 CaSh YIEld  

0.14 euro per share
2011 final dividend +
Payment on 24 May 2012

0.10 euro per share
2012 interim dividend =
Payment on 25 Oct. 2012
_______________________
0.24 euro per share

➜ ca.7%  



Snam and the financial markets

Since the beginning of 2012 the Snam share has performed 
substantially in line with the sector index (Dow Jones Utility Index) 
and the FTSE MIB (index of the 40 Italian blue chips), showing a share 
price nearly unchanged vs. the one at the beginning of the year (3.48 
euro on 2 January).
After the release of the last issue of News@Facts, at the end of June, 
the price of Snam has reached a bottom at 3.09 euro on 25 July, at the 
end of a correction started on 14 July, while growing worries about the 
crisis in Greece and Spain were leading to a sell-off also in the Italian 
equity market, as a Southern country of the Eurozone. The correction 
mainly followed the Eni’s announcement of the sale of the 5% stake 
in Snam share capital, which was launched on 16 July through an 
accelerate bookbuilding among qualified institutional investors.
The rising hopes for a possible ECB intervention and the expected 
approval of the ESM (European Stability Mechanism, i.e. the euro 
rescue fund) by the German Constitutional Court in mid-September 
allowed the Snam share to reverse the downward trend, also 
supported by the healthy Company’s fundamentals, after the release 
of the interim results at the end of July. The Snam share has recovered 
11.7% from its low (on 25 July) to date.
The consensus target price remained unchanged at 3.9 euro, if 
compared to the last News@Facts issue of June 2012, despite in the 
meantime a new broker joined the analyst coverage; even the high 
and the low target prices remained unchanged, standing at 4.3 and 
3.4 euro respectively. At the closing price of 28 September, equal to 

3.45 euro, the share presents a 13% undervaluation vs. the consensus 
target price.
The distribution of broker ratings indicates a higher concentration of 
favourable recommendations: the number of “buys” increase from 13 
to 14, while the outperform ratings (i.e. Snam expected to perform 
better than the benchmark index) are 9, compared to the 7 at the 
end of June.

Snam has been confirmed also for 2012 as a constituent of the Dow 
Jones Sustainability World Index, the most important global index of 
Corporate Social Responsibility, of which Snam has continually been a 
member since 2009. In 2012 Snam has increased its overall score to 
80. Snam kept on scoring very high in terms of economic criteria, while 
getting its improvements acknowledged both in the environmental area, 
in particular for biodiversity, and in the social one, achieving the highest 
possible score of 100/100, thanks to the stakeholder engagement 
approach that Snam has pursued to promote the sharing of value. 
Snam share has also been confirmed as constituent of another 
important sustainability index, the FTSE4Good, at the half-year review 
that has taken place in September 2012. Snam entered the index for 
the first time in 2002.

News:  Sustainability

Snam share confirmed in the most important 
global sustainability indices
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oFFICIal lISTING maRKET   BORSA ITALIANA EQUITY MARKET

TYPE oF ShaRES   ORDINARY SHARES

INdEX mEmBERShIP   FTSEMIB / FTSE ALL-SHARE / DJ EURO STOXX /

DJ EURO STOXX UTILITY / DJ STOXX 600

EThICal INdEX mEmBERShIP   FTSE4GOOD / ETHIBEL / 

CAPITAL PARTNERS / DOW JONES SUSTAINABILITY

CREdIT RaTINGS   S&P’S: A-; MOODY’S: BAA1

CODES

ISIN   IT0003153415

REUTERS   SRG.MI

BloomBERG   SRG IM

hIGh (365 dd)   €  3.78 – 1 OCTOBER 2011

low (365 dd)   €  3.09 – 25 JULY 2012

laST dIvIdENd PaId (FINal 2011)   €  0.14 – 24 MAY 2012

ToTal N. oF ShaRES oF ThE ShaRE CaPITal   3,381,638,294

ShaRE CaPITal   3,571,187,994

mKT CaP (BIllIoN EURo)   11.7
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2012 INTERIm dIvIdENd EX-dIvIdENd
22 oCToBER 2012  

2012 INTERIm dIvIdENd PaYmENT
25 oCToBER 2012  

ThIRd QUaRTER 2012 REPoRT.
25 oCToBER 2012   Bod
26 oCToBER 2012   Press release and Conference Call

The press release indicated in the financial calendar will be issued in the 
morning (non trading hours).

2012 FINaNCIal CalENdaR

22 oCToBER 2012  

2012 INTERIm dIvIdENd PaYmENT
25 oCToBER 2012 

ThIRd QUaRTER 2012 REPoRT.

SToCK PRICE (2 JaNUaRY 2012 – 28 SEPTEmBER 2012)
STOCK PRICE (CLOSING PRICE AS OF 28 SEPTEMBER 2012 = 3.45 EURO)
COMPARED WITH SECTOR AND MARKET INDEX (BASE 2 JAN. 2012 = 100).
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